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In this paper we continue the existence theories of classical solutions of nonlinear 
evolution equations with strong dissipation studied in previous papers 15, 6 I. where 
we proved the existence of global classical solutions with small data applying small 
energy techniques. This time, we prove the existence of a set of initial values which 
guarantees the solution to be global. We know the set is not bounded in the 
escalated energy spaces (Sobolev spaces). For the purpose, we establish approx- 
imate equations with another dissipative term which give a devised penalty to the 
solutions and lead the solutions to be bounded for all t > 0. Therefore we give an 
improvement to existence theories of equations describing a local statement of 
balance of momentum for materials for which the stress is related to strain and 
strain rate. These have been studied by many authors (cf. Greenberg et al. 191, 
Greenberg 1 IO]. Davis [3 1, Clements [2 1, Andrews [ 11, Yamada 1 I2 1, Webb [ 13 1. 
etc.). 
INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a bounded domain in R” with a suffkiently smooth boundary 
X?. Variables in 0 x [0, co) are denoted by (x, l). Consider the first initial- 
boundary value problem, 
u ‘I - a Au -Au’ + f(x, t, u. ui, uij, u’, u;, u;) = 0, 
xEO,t>O, (0.1) 
(*) U(& 0) = u&)7 u’(x, 0) = u,(x), x E R, P-3.2) 
u l&l = 0, t> 0, (0.3) 
where ’ = allat = a,, ui = &/8xi, u~~=~~u/~x~~x~, a is a constant and A 
denotes the Laplacian and f(-. -) is a smooth function satisfying some 
assumtions stated in Section 1. 
In [5], we have proved, for (*) with a = 1 and in the more restricted form 
of J(. . -), the uniqueness of solutions in the Sobolev classes and the global 
existence of a classical solution with the data uO, u, which belong to Sobolev 
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classes and have small norms. And in [6], we have shown that some special 
cases of (0.1) with ~1= 0 admit global solutions when the data z+,, u, satisfy 
smoothness and smallness conditions combined with the boundary con- 
ditions. 
In this paper when a = 1, we try to remove such “smallness” assumptions 
for uO, u, in (*) and report that we have succeeded in this trial partially. 
That is, the purpose of the paper is to establish a set W (which is unbounded 
in a Sobolev space) such that if (u,, u,) belongs to W, then we have the 
global solution of (*) with initial data u,, u, . For this purpose we consider 
approximate evolution equations of the form 
where E > 0, E(t) = lu’(t)li, K is a constant with Iu, 1; < K and F(r) is a 
positive function satisfying assumptions given in Section 2, and here 1 . Irn 
denotes the escalated energy norm (for the details see Section 1). Then, we 
know that F(c) gives a penalty to the solution of (0.4); that is, E(t) < K 
follows for all t > 0. Using this fact, we construct a function u(t) called a 
modified (m)-solution of (*) (for details see Definition 2 in Section 1). And 
further we prove that this function is a genuine solution of (0.1) for 
t E [T, 00) for some large T > 0. Therefore if f(x, t, u, ..a) E f(x, u, . . .), we 
may have a global solution for the problem (*) with initial value 
(u(T), u’(T)), where u(t) is the modified (m)-solution of (*). Roughly 
speaking, if we write this correspondence L,: (u,, u,) + (u(T), u’(7)) and set 
WE (L,(u,, u,)}, then (*) with initial value in W always admits a global 
solution. And we know that W is an unbounded set in H”““(f2) x Hm+‘(12) 
when (0.1) has some additional assumptions. Of course, for some classes of 
the equations of our model 
U” = (u, + U: + (t4rj*pu: + (~:j*q+ ‘jx, (0.5) 
u” = (u, + u; + (u*p)xu’ + dpu: + (ux)*qz4~)x, (0.6) 
u” - Au - Lqu’ + (u’)*p+ ‘) = 0, (0.7) 
we can construct such sets W, where p, q are positive integers. We think that 
since there are few results concerning the global existence of classical 
solutions of these kinds of evolution equations without restrictions of the size 
of norms of initial data or the nonlinearity, we have an improvement and a 
stimulation to the existence theories of nonlinear evolution equations. 
We proceed along with the following plan. In Section 1, we give the 
notations of function spaces and make definitions of the solutions for (*) 
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called (m)-solution and modified (m)-solution and make assumptions for the 
nonlinear function f(x, I, U, .. .). In Section 2, we consider approximate 
evolution equations and study properties of the solutions of these equations 
with the same initial-boundary conditions of (*). In Section 3, we prove the 
existence of the modified (m)-solution and construct the set W. And finally 
in Section 4, we make some remarks. The paper is based on the theories in 
Dionne [4], Lions [I l] and Ebihara [5]. We omit the proofs of elementary 
calculus lemmas concerning inequalities of Sobolev and standard 
compactness arguments in the Sobolev classes. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper we assume that f2 is a bounded domain in I?” with 
smooth boundary XJ and m is an integer with m > [n/2] + 2. We may 
suppose that function spaces C”(n), C”(a), C?(n) = a(Q), Lk(J2), Hk(0), 
fik(J2), Ck(t,, f2, v>, where ---co < t, < fz < co, and V is a normed space, are 
all known. Then we put for U, t’ E Hk(Q), if k = 21, 
(& u)k = (u, 0) + (A’& A’u), i”I:= (‘9 u)k, 
((u, U))k+, = (vu, b) + (VA’& vd’u), Ibli:+ I = (h u))k+ I) 
and if k = 21+ 1, 
(24, u)k = (24, u) + (VA’& VA’U), 1 UI; = (k u),, 
((24 u))k+, = (Vu, Vu) + (A’+ ‘24, A’+ ‘u), IbIl:tl= (b”))k+,, 
where (., . .) is the usual Lz-inner product and 
Now, as in the standard manner, we put (@j} as a system of eigenfunctions 
of -A considered on H’(Q). Then we know that {#j} c G’(0) n C”@). We 
set V, (k > 2) as a closure of {#j} in the space Hk(Q). Then by simple 
calculations, we have V, c H’(Q) n Hk(f2) and we know the equivalence of 
normS 1 ’ ik, 11 ’ ilk, 111 . Iilk in the space V,, where I]] . ]]lk is the usual norm in 
iYk(.Q). We frequently apply this equivalence below. Here we put Wi,j = 
vi x vj. 
Then we define the solutions of (*) as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. A function U(X, t) is said to be an (m)-solution of (*) if 
u(x, f) belongs to C’(O, co; f?(fi) n Hrnf2(12)) n C’(0, 03; H” + ‘(Q)) n 
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C’(O, co; Hm(J2)) and together with (0.2), u(x, t) satisfies (0.1) in the 
distribution sense for every t > 0, i.e., 
Therefore, the (m)-solution of (*) should belong to C’(0, co; C’(n)) n 
C*(O, co; C”(a)) and then it is a classical solution of (*). 
DEFINITION 2. Let K(t) be a positive function in C’[O, co). A function 
U(X, t) is said to be a modified (m)-solution of (*) controlled by K(t) if 
U(X, t) belongs to C’(0, co; Z?(Q) n H”‘+‘(B)), satisfies (0.2) and verifies 
]u,]; < K(O), lu’(t)l~ <K(t), c E [0, co) and further, for every interval 
[t,, t,] c [0, co) with lu’(t)li < K(t), t E [t,, t,], n(t) solves (0.1) classically 
in [t,, t,]. 
Therefore the (m)-solution u(t) is always a modified (m)-solution 
controlled by K(t) = ] u’(t)lk + k (k > 0). 
Here we make assumptions for the nonlinear function f(x, t, U, ui, uij, 
u, ui, uij) as follows: f(x, t, . ..) is in C2-class of the arguments and has the 
form 
f(& t, -..) - fo(x, t, uY ui, uijV uY ui) +fi(xl ui3 uij)* 
There exist nonnegative continuous functions M,,i(t) (j = 1, 2) and M,(t), 
t E [0, co), and positive numbers p, q such that 
(A.1.j) If (u, u) E W,,,+j,m+j-, (j= 1, 2) then 
and 
G”l,jtt)tl + l”lm+j-2 + I”lm+j-1)’ 
X t1 + l”lfn+j-1 + I”lfn+j> (j= 1, 2). 
(A.1.3) If u(t) E C’(0, co; V,,,+,)n C*(O, co; V,,,), then 
a(f(x9 t9 u(t)V ui(f)v uij(t>v u’(f)* u](t>) E ‘m-1 tt > 017 
and 
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For notational convenience we put 
~ H+ = {w(l) E CO[O, 00); 0 < w(l,) < v(&) if 0 < l, < tl < 00 I. 
(A.2.j) If u E Vm+j+,, then f,(., c. ui, tiij) E V, +j-, and there exist 
Qj E .Y’ such that 
(~,('l~'.L'ir~~ij)rU),+j-,~-~j(lVI~)Iz'IX+j~~ (j= 1, 2). 
(A.2.3) If v(t) E C’(0, co; I’,+ J, then 
f,(*. L’(f)? a..) E C’(0. co; V,) 
and 
The readers know that these assumptions are quite general and we have 
many examples of such functions (for example, higher power polynomial 
functions in U, ui, uij, u’, u;, u; with smooth coefficients in (x, t)). 
2. APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS 
We now make approximate equations of (0.1) and study the properties of 
solutions of these equations. For the sake of this purpose, we put F(y) a 
function which satisfies 
(A.3) (i) F(J) E C*(O, co), 
(ii) F(y) 2 A/y’, y E (0, a], for some positive constants A. a, /I (>I), 
(iii) F’(y) < 0, YE (0, co), 
(iv) F(y) E 1, J E [ 1, co). 
We have many examples of such F(J~). We now assume 
(A.4) @o(x), u,(-v)) E Wm+m+l- 




u(x, 0) = u&), u’(x, 0) = u,(x), x E R, (2.2) 
u’(x, t) E v,, t 2 0, (2.3) 
where E(t) E 1 u’(f)]: and K is a constant with 
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(A.5) Iu& <K. 
Here, note that K is determined by U,(X) which is arbitrarily chosen in 
V mfl' 
In the usual manner we put $(t) = C-j,, i:.i(t) 4i(.) as the solution of 
i 
(Z(UjE(f))3 4,) = OV t > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., j, (2.4 ) 
(*)E.j 
u;(o) = + Uiqii(.), 
iT1 
(u;(o))’ = 2 biq+i(*), (2.5) 
i= I 
where {ai}, (bi} are sequences of numbers with 
(A.6.1) C{=, Q,#~+ uO, strongly in Vm+? (j+ oo), 
(A.6.2) xi=, bi#i+ u,, strongly in V,+, (j+ co). 
Then we know the local existence of the solution of (*)E,j by the standard 
arguments of ordinary differential equations. 
Here we have the following important assertion: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose (A.l) N (A.6). Then there exists a number j, such 
that 
E,(t) = 1($(t)) I,, < K, tE [O, 00) (2.6) 
for each j > j, and E > 0. 
Proof We first have E,“(O) < K for large j, say, j 2 j, from (A.5) and 
(A.6.2). For simplicity, we may omit the subindexes E, j (j > j,) in this 
proof. Now, we may have \u’(t)li E E(t) < K, for small I > 0 from the 
continuity of the local solution u(t). For the sake of our purpose, we lead a 
contradiction if we have a first time at which E(t,) = K, that is, 
E(t,) = K, W) < K f E [O, I,). (2.7) 
If we have the time t,, we should have 
for small 6 > 0, and hence, 
K-CE(f) ) E(t) dt > $!;;-, F ( K -CE(f) ) dt (2.8) 
SOS’4.‘!3 3 
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should hold. Now, we know formally by substituting (1 + (-d)m) u’(t) for 0; 
in (2.3) and integrating over 0 - I that 
+ !( (ft.3 5, u(r), .a-), u’(r)),,, ds 
-0 
Applying (2.6), we have that 
The second follows by 
(u(t), #i)m = (uo,4i)rn + Ji (u’(r), 4i)m dr* 
Therefore we obtain that for t E (0, to] 
I( Kf- (- ,r, u, ...), u’(r)),1 dr 
-0 




dJ)lWIl~+, J dr + C .‘/f(ea.)Iie, dr 
0 
G 4 jf II WIII:, I dr + C j”W,,W + lu’l,,-, + I~lmY 
-0 
x (1 + Iu’Ik + luli+,)dr 
dr+C~~(lu’l:+llul:,,)d~+C. 
Here we applied the generalized Schwarz inequality and the equivalence of 
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I . IL and II . Ilk, 
we used (A.l.l) and we denoted C appropriate constants. 
And from (A.2.1) we have for t E [0, t,] 
-(.f[(‘V u;9 uij), u’), < @*(l”‘Ii) l”‘l~ < c* 
Thus, we get for t E [0, t,] that 
+w)lt + II~mliI+,) 
Therefore, we can see that if we could show 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
we have a contradiction in (2.9). Here note that from the Gronwall type 
inequality (2.9), we get 
I ~‘(tIm + II wllm+ I + j~ll~‘(r)li:+~~~ 
Q CW, u,,, t,, M,.,) (2.11) 
apart from (2.10), where the constant is independent of the choice of E, j. 
Now we show (2.10). From the assumption of (2.7), we may assume 
E’(to - 0) > 0. So, we divide into two cases (1) E’(to - 0) > 0, (2) 
E’(t, - 0) = 0. 
(1) E’(to - 0) > 0. In this case, from the continuity of E’(t) we may 
assume E’(t) > 0, t E [to - 6, to) and further we should have M > 0 such that 
E’(t) < M, t E [to - 6, to). (2.12) 
If we have the proof of (2.12), the assertion (2.10) follows directly by the 
transformation 
c = K - E(t) 
E ’ 
t E [t, - 6, to) 
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and with the aid of (ii) of (A.3). Now. we proceed to prove (2.12). Differen- 
tiating both sides of (2.3) and substituting (1 + (-d)m)u”(t) for Qi we have 
that for t E (0, t,) 
+ ((U”(~+((U’I(;+,y +l/u”/(;+, f&F (K-aE(fJ) (u”(;l 
-F’ (K-Ey E’(C)(U’, Id’), f ‘3 u” (at, ),a 
Here from (A.2) and (2.1 l), we have for t E [0, to), 
and from (A.2.3) 
and further. 
from (iii) of (A.3). Therefore we should have 
ll~“liI + ll~‘lIfn+A’ + 2 Ib”llt,+~, 
< cc1 -I- b”l; +IlaI+J~ 
This implies 
t E [O, to). 
Iu”(t)lfn + llWIl~+, + 2 ! lb”Wll~+, dr 0 
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for t E [0, to). From this, we have for f E [0, f,) that 
This proves (2.12). 
(2) E’(f, - 0) = 0. In this case, we have that for each small u > 0 there 
exists 6~ > 0 such that 
-v <E’(t) < v, f E [to - 6v, f,). 
Here we may assume that 6~ I+ 0 (V + 0). Then, from above we have for 
f E (f, - &I, f,), 
-v(f - f, + 6~) < E(f) - E(f,, - du) < v(f - f ,  + dv) 
and hence we obtain that 
K - E(f,, - 8~) - u(f - f ,  + 6vj <K-E(f) 
< K - E(f, - 6~) + v(f - f ,  + 6~). 
Since K = E(f,), we have by the mean value theorem that 
E’(f, - #v) 6v - v(f - f ,  + 6~) < K - E(f) 
< E’(fo - OSv) 6u + v(f - f ,  + 6~) 
for some I3 (0 < I3 < 1). Therefore by (iii) of (A.3) we have 
> 1.” F ( 
E’(f, - 86~) 6v + u(f - f ,  + 6~) dt 
_ ro-t?,r & 
> A . &+5(E’(f, - /%v)/E + u/E)-~, 
as v -+ 0 from (ii) of (A.4). Therefore, 
~l’%-6uF (K-cE(f))dt-m (u+O) 
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follows because E’(t, - 0) = 0 and /? > 1. Thus, as a matter of course we 
have 
.I0 ‘K-N) 




and this proves (2.9). Consequently, we cannot have such time t, in (2.6) 
and the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
From Lemma 1, we have 
up) E cyo, co; Co@) n P(fi)) 
for each E, j (>j,) by simple calculations with the use of (A.2) and (A.3). 
And naturally, by the analogue of (2.10) we have for every fixed T > 0 
sup U($(t))’ L + I($(%+ ,I < const, (2.16) 
fE[O.TI 
c.j 
where const is independent of E, j. We next have 
LEMMA 2. Under the same assumptions, we obtain 
sup M$(0)’ lm + I + I $(f)l, + z } < cow 
fEIO.?l 
c.j 
for each fixed T > 0, where const is independent of E, j. 
ProoJ: We apply (2.6), (2.16) in the below. Substituting 
(1 + (-A)‘“’ ‘)($(t)) for di in (2.4) and omitting E, j, we obtain 
+ IlMNIl~+z + EF ( K-eEcf’) IKUWltn+, 
Here, from (A.1.2), we get that 
I(.f c.3 4 4 *.*I, an+,l 
Q llaz.2 + c If(*, t, 4 -*>I:, 
G Ib’llfn+* + CM,,z(t)(l + l~‘l, + I~I,+,)p 
x (1 + I aI+, + bli+d 
G Ib’IIil+* + C(1 + Ian+, + lI4t,+d. 
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Therefore. we should have 
Wlfi+, + IMl:,+*J G cc1 +w;+, + II4lf,+z) 
and then from the Gronwall inequality we obtain 
We next have 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Under the same assumptions, we get 
sup {]($)“I,) < const. 
IEl0.71 
c.j 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of (2.13), (2.14), (2.15) in Lemma 1. 
Q.E.D. 
We further have 
LEMMA 4. Under the same assumptions, if we have 




for an interval [r, , r2], then we obtain a function u(t) belonging to 
C%J,; v,+,)ncYb5,; ~,+,)~-W~,J~; v,) 
and satisfying (0.1) in [T,, r2]. 
Proof. Equation (2.19) implies that there exist p > 0, E; > 0, j’ > 0 such 
that 
E;(t) < K -P, t E Is,, t*], 0 < E < EA. j’ < j. 
Therefore we can have so > 0 such that 
&- (K-cEJt))=E, t E [r,, 7*], 0 < E < Eo 
from (iv) of (A.3). Then for these E andj, (2.4) becomes for t E [r,, r2], 
((“J)uY 4,) + (vujEV v@i) + (v(uj)‘, ‘#i) + E((UJ)‘T #i) 
= df(*, tV uJ7 ‘*‘)9 #i) (i = 1, 2 ,..., j). (2.4)’ 
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Hence, with the initial data ($(s,)}, (($(r,))‘} which are bounded in V,,,+:. 
V m+, , respectively (Lemma 2), we have by differentiating (2.4)’ and utilizing 
the regularity of f(x, f, . . .) the following estimate: 
sup ~(~.4~(t))‘~‘~,-, < const. 
rclr,.rJ 
E.j 
Therefore, applying standard Aubin’s theorem (cf. [ 111) to our results of 
Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 and this estimate we should have the assertion. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Ifwe have 
l& sup E,(t) < K, 
j- pi 
for every f E [ 0, 03 ), 
then we can construct an (m)-solution of (*). 
3. MODIFIED (m)-SoLuTIoNs 
We now prove our main assertions. 
THEOREM 1. Let (u,,uAE Hrm+2.m+l. We fix K > 0 arbitrarily such 
that 
lu,l~, -c K* 
Suppose that f (x, t, u, . . .) satisjies (A.l) h (A.2). Then we have a modified 
(m)-solution u(x, t) of (*) controlled by K. Further, we know that u(x, t) 
satisfies 
and 
U(XJ)ECO(O, a; v,+*)nC’(O, 00; V,,,) (3.1) 
I u’(r,) - U’(~Z)lm < w, 1 f*) I r, - 52 I. 0 < t, < t, < rz < t, < co. (3.2) 
Proof: We first choose positive numbers { TI} such that 
Then from Lemmas 2, 3, we have 
sup ~IuJ~I,+~ + l(~~W)‘l,+, + I(u;(t))“l,/ < const 
re1o,r,1 
c.j 
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for the approximate solutions {u;(t)}. Then it implies by Aubin’s theorem 
that for each fixed Z, we have a function u(r) E C’(O, T,; V,+z) A 
C’(0, r,; V,, ,) such that 
u;(t) + u(t) weakly in V, + 3 (E’O,j’co), 
(Up))’ + u’(t) weakly in V,, , (E-O,j+ co) 
for every t E [0, r,] and from the compactness of V,, , in V, 
(qfk))’ + u’(t,) strongly in V, (E’O,j’oo) 
for some (fk} with 0 = to < t, < t, .. . < t, = T,, which are determined in the 
equation below by choosing a suitable subsequence of (u:(t)} (we have 
renewed it). Here, from Lemma 1, we have obviously 
I Wit, <K t E [O, T,l. 
Apparently, (3.2) follows by 
Now, if ) u’(t)lk < K, t E [T,, rz] c [0, T,], we show that u(t) is a solution of 
our equation in [r,, sz]. Since (u’(t)\, is continuous in [r,, r,], we have p > 0 
such that 
l~'Wl,~ fl-P, tE [5,,5?1. 
And from the above reason we may assume 
Kq~kH'I, G fi-P/27 fk E Itkh lk-fk-,<<p/4C 
for 0 < E < E,, j > j, for some E, > 0, j, > 0, where C is a constant in (3.2) 
considered in [0, r,]. This implies 
I@;(f)) Im < ibjE@k)) im + c I fk - f / 
Thus, 




for the sequence. Therefore, from Lemma 4 we have the assertion in [0, T,]. 
Now, for another number I’ with I’ > 1, we may choose a subsequence of 
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{u;(t)} which leads us to the statement in [0, 7’,,], where (u,“(r)} is a sequence 
which has been chosen in [0, T,]. Consequently, by continuing these 
procedures we have the desired assertion. Q.E.D. 
Note. Though we leave the proofs to readers, we know that the modified 
solution becomes a genuine solution after a finite time if the nonlinear terms 
satisfy some growth conditions. 
Now we next study the cases such that 
f  (4 & 4 ...)=f,(x,u’,u;,u~j), 
where f, is a function satisfying (A.2) and further, 
(A.2.1)’ (f,(x, u, ui, vii), v) > 0, L’ E Vz, 
(A.2.2)’ there exist a positive number ,u and !P(u(r) EM+ such that 
(f~(x~v~u~~uij)~v)~~~y(Itr~~)/vJ~+~ Ivl:Y t’E v,+z. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 5. For the mod$ed (m)-solution u(t) controlled by K(t) = K 
constructed in Theorem 1 under f G f, , we have a time T > 0 such that 
Mn u’(T)) E wm+ **in+ I and lu(r)lt,=lu,l~ <K, 
I4Olf, < l%li~ t > T. 
Proof: From the estimates in Lemmas 2, 3, we know that lu’(t)li and 
I Wlf,+ I are locally Lipschitz continuous and therefore we have two ine- 
qualities 
Wct>l~ + lwl:Y + bw: 
+ (f,(*, u’(t), u;(t), u;(t)), u’(t)) < 0, 
wwl; + IWlil+J + lu’(t)lk+* 
+ (f,(*, u’, u;, u;>, u’), < 0 
for a.e. t > 0. Equation (3.4) implies by (A.3. l), 
lu’(t)l, + 0 (I + co 1, 
and (3.5) yields by (A.3.2) and lu’[i < K, 
(lu’(t)lf,+ IWl5,+,)‘~ 2 lwI:,+I{-1 + WdJ lu’K/ 




for a.e. t > 0. This also implies 
I Wlf,+ I --* 0 (t-* a> 
and then 
l~‘wlm+o (t + co). 
Since Iu’(t)l~ < K for all t > 0, we should have a time T> 0 such that 
Iu’G%n = l%lm. l~‘Wl, < I~Olrn~ t > T. 
Mn¶ u’(r)) E wrn,,.,,, is obvious from Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the above assumptions are fulJilled. Then 
there exists a set WC W,,,,,, , such that if the initial value (u^,: u”,) 
belongs to W, then we have an (m)-solution. Further, the set W is not 
bounded in Wm+Z+m+,. 
Proof Lemma 5 implies that the modified (m)-solution u(t) controlled 
by K(t) = K becomes a genuine solution in [T, co). Therefore, if we consider 
a problem 
v”-Av-Av’+f,(x,v’,v;,v;)=O, x E R, t > 0, 
v(O) = u(T), v’(0) = u’(T), vlan=O 
then we have an (m)-solution. Now, we write this correspondence as 
L: (u,, u, 1 K, u(t)) --f (u(T), u’(r)>. 
and put 
Then (*) with initial value in W always admits an (m)-solution. Since U, is 
an arbitrary element in W,, , , W is not bounded in W,,,, z =+, . This 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 




w” - Aw - Aw’ + iT,f,(x, w, wi, wij) = 0, 
w(x, 0) = u&)7 w’(x, 0) = u,(x), 
wlan = 0, 
we can construct an analogous set w’ as in Theorem 2. 
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Proof: We first consider the problem (*) with initial value (L,,. 2,) in It’: 
then by differentiating the equation in (*) we have 
u’3’ - Au’ - Au” + a,f,(x. u’. u;, u$) = 0. 
Hence by setting U’ = 11 
M’(0) = u. = zi, ) lV’(O)=U, =Llu ,^+Llu ,^ -f,(x,C,. (u”,)i, (u^,)ii), 
and we have the conclusion by choosing m being large enough according to 
the dimension n. Q.E.D. 
Here we say for convenience of terminology that the set W or W’ in 
Theorem 2 or the corollary is a “well-defined set” for (*) or (*)‘. We now 
consider concrete examples. However, to avoid complication and for 
simplicity of calculations, we only treat the cases 1 < n < 3. 
(i) We first study 
u” = (u, + u: + (u’)‘u: + (a:)“),, o<x< l.t>O. 
(*)I u(x, 0) = 24()(x), u'(x. 0) = u,(x). o<x< 1. 
u(0, t) = u( 1, t) = 0. 
We put f,(tl, L’.~,, u,,) = - (t’*~‘, + u:)~, 8, = 8. Then we have 
THEOREM 3. There exists a well-defined set for (* ), in W,., . 
Proof: It will suffice to prove that f,(t*, ., .) satisfies (A.2), (A.2)‘. We 
may assume cfU. We sometimes apply ).Im<CCJ./,, /.lJ<Cc(./;+,. 
Assumption (A.2.1)’ is apparent. We first prove (A.2.1). 
(2vu; + Lh,, + 3L’~~L’,,, CPU) 
= (L’* a%, 8Jv) + 12((av)?(ti54 i?Jtq 
+ 6(@v)‘, 2”~)) + 8(tl &I c?“o, #LY) 
+ 3((&)* i?u, 8~1) + 6((a2#, a’~!) 
+ 18(c3tj 3’0 a3v, 2”~‘); 
here, by c-inequalities we have 
~((c%)‘(iY’~~), i?u)l < e,((au)* B’u, 8%) + C, 1’ u:u~.~ dx 
< E*(..-. .) + c, IL’IS, 
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I(L@‘u)*, a4v)l < E~(v* a4v, 8”~~) + C, 1. vt, dx 
l(u au cY3v, c3”v)l < c3(c2 a”v, a4v) + C, I‘ viva,, dx 
< &3(*.*, *I + c, 14: I& 
J(a2v)3, a4Lg = I(3(a’v)‘(a’o), d’LJ)( 
< c, 14: (integrating by parts), 
I(& a*v cY3v, a”v)l < E,((~LJ)* ch, 8~) + 1. (&I)‘(~Y’L~)~ dx 
< E4(..., .) + c, /VI:. 
Therefore choosing ci to be small enough, we have (A.2.1); 
(24 + v*v,, + 3V~V,,, a%) > - c I tq;. 
Further, since I v 1; < 1 L’ lj-, I v Ij+ , holds, we get 
l~~l:~l~l:l~~l:~I~I,I~I,I~~I:. 
This shows (A.2.2)‘. Assumption (A.2.2) follows by 
= - (24 + v*v,, + 3v:vxx, 9,) 
= (a3(2Lw; + v*v,, + 3L’&,), a%) 
= (LIZ asv, 80) + 3O(&@v)~, CPU) + 2O((C%q a3v, a5v) 
+ 2O(v l?Ll S3LJ a%) + 2(v au a4v, a5u) + 3((&# Pv, 8Ll) 
+ 36((a2v)2 ~3~~1, d5v) +48(&1(a’v)~, 3’~) 
+ 6(av 3’0 rh, a5t’); 
here, 
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and hence 
Assumption (A.2.3) follows by 
(20%: + 4vu,v: + ZW’U,, + du;, + 6~7 u’ u x x xx + 3~51;~~~ a%‘) 
= (II’ a4zf, a”o’) + 12((&)* a*L”, J4u’) 
+ 24(& 8’~ au’, a”~‘) + ~((~*P)*v’. 8’~‘) 
+ 8(u a3u au’, a4u’) + 12(v 6”~ a’u’, cY4u’) 
+ 8(u au a3u’, a4u’) + 2(&1 d3uu’, a”~‘) + 2(v a4uu’, cY”u’) 
+ 18((a’t9’ a*~‘, d4u’) + 18(~7*tl a3u au’, ii%!‘) 
+ 18@u a’u a’u’, c3’tl’) + 18(&l a*u a3u’, a”~‘) 
+ 6(& r3’u Lb’, a”~‘) + 3((&)’ a”~‘, 8~‘); 
here, 
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@*II a’u au’, a4q = I((a’o)* au + a*u a4v au’ 
+ a*v a’0 a*&, a’u’)l 
~GJI4:l~‘l:~ 
I@u a30 a’u’, cYJu’)l< &*(@I)* d4L”, a4u’) + c,, IUI: I&(:, 
pJa*v a31Y, a’v’)l< &,J”‘, .) + c,, IuI: Iu’& 
I(aua4vau’,a4u’)l~&,o(“‘,.)+C,3(U(:IU’J:, 
and hence, 
@,.f-,(V? vxr ~,,>~~‘)3~-cl~l:(l~l:+I~‘I:). 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Note. For equations of the form 
u” = (u, + u; + (u’)*pu: + (u;)2q+‘)x (Pa 442 119 
we have analogous assertions as in Theorem 3. 
(ii) We next consider 
1 
u” -Au -Au’ - Am = 0, xER,t>O, 
(*I, u(x, 0) = u,(x), u’(x, 0) = u,(x), 
Ulan =o, 
where R is a bounded smooth domain in R” (n < 3). 
THEOREM 4. There exists a well-defined set for (*)* in W,,, . 
ProoJ It may also suffice to check if f,(v, oi, vii) = - A(u’) satisfies 
(A.2), (A.2)‘. We may assume u E U. We sometimes apply 1. Jco < C 1. 12, 
I*(‘< Cl’lj+l’ and so on. Here for simplicity of calculations, we use Dku or 
D’v’ as a derivative of u (or u’) of order k which appears in the expansion 
of A’(??) or A’(v4u’). Equation (A.2.1)’ is apparent. Equations (A.2.1) and 
(A.2.2)’ are obtained by the following simplified form, 
(-A(v5), (-A)4u) 
= 5 2 (v” A*v,, A*v,) 
k=l 
+ c CJDv Dv Dv Dv Dv, A*v,) 
Al 
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+ \‘ CA2(v Do Du DL? Db, A%,) 
A 2 
+ \‘ CA@’ Dv D2c D’L~, A%,) 
7 
+x CA4(v2 Dv DC D’L~, A’L~,) 
AJ 
+ \’ C,41(v3 D2v D’v, A’c,) - 
.A 5 
+ 1 C1,(v3 Dv D’v, A%,) 
Ah 
= 5 + (v’ A’L~,, A’v,) + 
kc1 
here, for G, , G,, applying the integration by parts (we use (I.P.)), and for 
G3 N G,, applying c-inequality (we use (E - I, .)), we have 
and further, since /I,# Q Ivlj-, Ivlj+, , we get 
Equation (A.2.2) is obtained: 
(-A(v’), (-A)%) 
= 5(vJ A3v, A3v) 
+ x C4?(v Dv Dv Dv D3v, A-‘v) 
.4 2 
+ x CA,(v2 Dv Dv D’v, A3v) 
4 3 
+ K’ CA4(v3 Dv D%, A3v) 
.44 
+ x CA,(v2 Dv D2v D3v, A3v) 
AS 
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+ s CA,(v2 D*t’ D*tl D%, A3v) 
A6 
+ x C,,(v3 D*v D4v, A3v) 
A7 
+ F CA,(v3 D3v D3v, A3v) 
8 
= 5(v4 A3v, A3v) + 5 Gi; 
i= I 
here, applying (I.P.) to G,, G,, and (E - I,.) to G, - G,, we get 
Equation (A.2.3) is obtained by 
5(-A(v4v’), (-A)‘v’) 
= 5 c- (v4 A*$, A’v;) 
k=l 
+ \‘ CA,(v3 Do D4d, A*u;) 
T 
+ T CA,(v2 Do Dv D’v’, A*$) 
? 
+ ‘C CJv3 D20 D3d, A*$) 
.4 3 
+ r C’4J(v2 Dv D2v D’v’, A’v;) 
.4 2 
+ F’ C,<(v Do Dtl Da D*d, A’v;) 
.45 
+x CA&v3 D3v D’d, A’v;) 
A.5 
+ x C,.+(v3 D4v Do’, A*&) 
A7 
+ x C,4,(v2 Dv D3v Dv’, A’v;) 
A8 
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+ ; C,,,(Du Dv Dv Dv Dv’, A’v;) 
II 
+ K7 A ,*(LJ’ D’vtl’, A’v;) 
4 I? 
+ \‘ A,,(L)’ Dv DJvtw’, A%;) 
412 
+ \‘ A,&I~ D’v D3w’, A2tj;) 
.?I ,I 
+ x A,,(v Dv Dv D30v’, A?;) 
.4 II 
+ L’ A,Jv Dv D’V D2vd, A’u;) 
.4 16 
+ \‘ A,,(Dv Dv Du D2w’, A?;) 
.4 I7 




here, applying (E-I,.) to G,, G,, G3, G,, G,, G,, G,, G,, Gr2, G,3, G,, 
and (I.P.) to G,, G,,, G,,, G,,, G,6, G,,, we have 
5(-A(~~~v’),(-A)~v’)>-C~v~:(~v(~+~v’~:). 
This shows our proof. Q.E.D. 
4. REMARKS 
1. It is interesting to study the topological structure of the set W because 
it remains whether we have W is open or closed in Wmt4,,,+ 3 or 
WG Wm,,s,,3 or not. 
2. For the initial-boundary value problems of semilinear parabolic 
equations and wave equations with first order dissipation we have analogous 
results in similar. discussions (cf. [7, 81). 
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